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The Northern part of Atla Regio within the frame of Cl-for- 
mate Magellan photomap 15N197 was mapped geologicaly at scale 
1:8,00t3,000. 

This is a part of Russia's contribution into C1 geologic 
mapping efforts (1). The map is reproduced here being reduced 
about twice (fig. 1). The map shows Northen Atla area is pre- 
dominantly a volcanic plain with numerous volcanic features: 
shield volcanoes, domes and hills with various morphology, 
corona-like constructions, radar bright and dark spots often 
with flow-like outlines. 

Relatively small areas of tessera occured in the area are 
mainly semiflooded with the plain material. Tesserae are con- 
sidered to be the oldest terrains within the map sheet. 

There are many lineated terrains in the region. They are 
interpreted as the old, almost-buried tesserae (those with cros- 
sed lineaments) or partly buried ridge belts (those with paral- 
lel lineaments). This lineated terains have an intermediate age 
between the young volcanic plains and the old tessera areas. 

Two prominent high volcanic shields are locgted within the 
region - Ozza Mons and Sapas Mons-. 

The most prominent structure in Northern Atla is Ganis Chasma 
rift. The rift cuts volcanic plain and is considered to be under 
formation during approximately the same time with Ozza Mons 
shield. Ganis Chasma rift valley is highly fractured and bounded 
with fault scarps. Rift shoulder uplifts are typical for Ganis 
Chasma. There are few relatevily young volcanic features inside 
the rift valley. The analysis of fracturing and rift valley geo- 
metry shows the rift originated due to 5-10% crustal extention 
fallowed by the crustal subsidence. 

The age sequence summary for the main terrain types in the 
region is (from older to younger ones): 

1 - tesserae; 
2 - lineated terrains with crossed lineaments (intermediate 

type between 1 and 3); 
3 - lineated terrains with parallel lineaments; 
4 - volcanic plains: 
5 - prominent volcanic shields and Ganis Chasma rift valley. 

The geologic structure of Atla Regio as it appeared now with 
the Magellan high resolution images is very close to that of Beta 
Regio. Such conclusion coincide with the earlier ones based on 
the coarser data (2,3). 
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Fig-1. Geologic map of Northern Atla Hegio (sheet C1-15N197) 
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